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I N T R O D U C T I O N

The human ether-á-go-go–related gene (hERG) K+ 
channel (KCNH2, or Kv11.1) is present in many excit-
able and nonexcitable cells, where it subserves a range 
of different functions (Warmke and Ganetzky, 1994). It 
encodes the pore-forming  subunit of the rapid de-
layed rectifier potassium channel, IKr (Sanguinetti et al., 
1995; Trudeau et al., 1995), which is a major K+ current 
active in cardiac action potential repolarization and 
therefore in the termination of cardiac systole. This is 
highlighted in cases where suppression of hERG func-
tion, caused by inherited mutation or adverse drug  
effects, is linked to congenital or acquired long QT syn-
drome (Sanguinetti and Tristani-Firouzi, 2006), a pro-
longation of the QT interval of the electrocardiogram 
associated with ventricular arrhythmias.

Activation of hERG ionic current is very slow compared 
with most other channels that pass inward and outward 
currents in the heart, and usually requires hundreds of 
milliseconds to reach completion. Current activation 
can be fully revealed using an envelope of tails experi-
ment and has time constants of >200 ms at 0 mV and 
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50 ms at +60 mV at room temperature in oocytes 
(Es-Salah-Lamoureux et al., 2010), one to two orders of 
magnitude slower than Kv1 channels. The slow activa-
tion is not usually visible at depolarized potentials, as 
extremely rapid inactivation supervenes early after chan-
nel activation and modifies the current time course. 
Thus, at first sight, slow activation may not seem of great 
physiological significance. However, although channel ac-
tivation gating in hERG has been extensively investigated 
over the past 15 years—involving the study and mutation 
of multiple residues within the S1–S4 voltage-sensor do-
mains of the channel—our understanding of the mech-
anisms underlying slow activation remains incomplete.

It is generally accepted that the structure and loca-
tion of the charge-carrying residues in hERG channels 
are similar to those in Shaker and Kv1.2 channels (Fig. 1), 
although the primary sequence homology of hERG 
channels with Kv1.2 is considerably poorer than for 
Shaker channels. One notable difference is the extremely 
short putative S3–S4 linker in hERG channels, which 
likely consists of only three residues (Fig. 1, E518–L520; 
Lee et al., 2009). Cysteine substitution of the hERG S4 
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of voltage-sensor movement that provide the major delays to pore opening in hERG channels.
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Kv channels (Hesketh and Fedida, 1999; Bezanilla, 2000) 
and in EAG channels (Bannister et al., 2005), which is 
thought to make it rate limiting for pore opening and 
ionic current flow (Piper et al., 2003). It is one of the 
aims of the present study to build upon the existing oocyte 
studies by using a mammalian expression system to 
study hERG gating currents and to investigate the time 
course of charge movement versus pore opening.

Direct placement of fluorophores at the extracellular 
end of the S4 voltage sensor and in the S3–S4 linker is 
the second way to detect the movement kinetics of S4 
during activation. Typically, fluorophores at this site  
in many channels detect S4 translocation as a rapid 
quenching of tetramethylrhodamine fluorescence, in-
cluding our data from Shaker, Kv1.5, Kv1.4, and Kv1.2 
(Claydon and Fedida, 2007; Claydon et al., 2007; Vaid  
et al., 2008). However, in hERG, fluorophores attached 
in the S3–S4 linker and at the outer end of S4 (E518, 
E519, and L520; Fig. 1) show complex emission profiles 
with fast and slow components that are more difficult to 
definitively correlate with expected charge movement 
(Smith and Yellen, 2002). The emission from L520C  
is unlike the gating current recordings in that the fluo-
re scence emission shows a V1/2 that overlaps the half-
activation voltage of the G-V (Smith and Yellen, 2002; 
Es-Salah-Lamoureux et al., 2010; Van Slyke et al., 2010). 
Our more recent experiments with E519C:C445V:C449V 
have revealed that after removal of the endogenous  
cysteines from the S1–S2 linker, separate components of 
the fluorescence signal give reports of hERG voltage-
sensor operation and pore coupling to ionic current  
activation. These results were extended using fluores-
cence recordings from the L520C:C445V:C449V and the 
inactivation-removed S620T:E519C:C445V:C449V mu-
tants to demonstrate that hERG channel activation gating 
is accompanied by a rapid displacement of S4, which  
is detectable at E519C as a rapid voltage-dependent 

positive charges has shown that the outer three transfer 
most of the charge during activation (Zhang et al., 2004), 
and this is consistent with recent molecular dynamics 
simulation using a hERG structural model (Subbotina 
et al., 2010). It appears, from MTS data, that the extent 
of S4 translocation across the membrane is much the 
same in hERG and other Kv channels, so to understand 
the delayed activation of hERG channels we must examine 
the rate of S4 movement in response to changes in mem-
brane potential, and the constraints on this movement.

Channel activation gating has been directly examined 
by following the dynamic voltage-sensor movement in 
hERG channels in two ways: either by measuring gating 
currents using the cut-open oocyte technique (Piper et al., 
2003, 2005; Ferrer et al., 2006), or by monitoring the 
environmental changes experienced by the amino acids 
in the S3–S4 linker using voltage-clamp fluorimetry 
(Smith and Yellen, 2002; Es-Salah-Lamoureux et al., 
2010). Gating currents from WT hERG channels ex-
pressed in oocytes show fast and slow components that 
differ >100-fold in their kinetics. They show an initial 
rapid spike of gating current that has a very positive 
charge–voltage (Q-V) dependence with a V1/2 of +28 mV. 
It is followed by a slower component of hERG gating 
charge, Qon, which is thought more likely to underlie S4 
voltage-sensor movement. This second component shows 
an activation time constant of 50 ms at +10 mV, which 
is somewhat faster than the time constant of ionic cur-
rent activation and has a V1/2 that is 20 mV hyperpolar-
ized compared with the G-V relationship in both WT 
and S631A inactivation-removed channels (Piper et al., 
2003). The fast transient component of gating current 
is of unknown origin. Its rapid appearance suggests a 
temporal relationship to inactivation, but it is still pres-
ent in inactivation-removed mutants. The slower com-
ponent of gating current moves an order of magnitude 
more slowly than charge movement recorded in other 

Figure 1. Homology model of hERG from S3b 
to the S5 pore helix, based on rKv1.2. The model 
illustrates one subunit between residues S510 and 
H577. Charged residues are shown in the hERG 
S3–S4 linker (E518 and E519), the S4 (K525, 
R528, R531, R534, R537, and K538), and the 
S4–S5 linker (D540, R541, and E544). Positively 
charged residues are shown in blue, and nega-
tively charged residues are shown in red. I521, 
at the extracellular end of S4, is shown in green. 
Figure was generated using an energy-minimized 
model (Wynia-Smith et al., 2008) based on the 
crystal structure of rKv1.2 in the open state.
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junction potentials that arose between bath and pipette solutions. 
All charge measurements (Qon and Qoff) were obtained by inte-
grating the on- and off-gating current over sufficient time to allow 
gating currents to return to the baseline. The time course of the 
decaying tail currents was fit with single- or double-exponential 
functions as necessary: a*exp(t/1) + b*exp(t/2) + c, where a 
and b are the initial current amplitudes, 1,2 are the time constants, 
and c represents an offset.

For recordings of gating currents, unless otherwise stated, patch 
pipettes contained (mM): 140 N-methyl d-glucamine chloride 
(NMGCl), 1 MgCl2, 10 EGTA, and 10 HEPES, adjusted to pH 7.2 
with HCl. The bath solution contained (mM): 140 TEACl, 10 HEPES, 
10 dextrose, 1 MgCl2, 1 CaCl2, and 0.01 terfenadine, adjusted to 
pH 7.4 with HCl. In some preliminary experiments, NMG chlo-
ride was used instead of TEA chloride in the bath solution. For 
ionic current recordings, the bath solution contained (in mmol/L): 
135 NaCl, 5 KCl, 1 MgCl2, 2.8 sodium acetate, 10 HEPES, and 
1 CaCl2, adjusted to pH 7.4 using NaOH. The whole-cell pipette 
filling solution contained (in mmol/L): 130 KCl, 5 EGTA, 1 MgCl2, 
10 HEPES, 4 Na2ATP, and 0.1 GTP, adjusted to pH 7.2 with KOH. 
Throughout the text, the subscripts i or o denote intracellular or 
extracellular ion concentrations, respectively. MTS compounds 
were purchased from Toronto Research Chemicals. MTSET was 
aliquoted from the powder and stored at 20°C. On the experi-
mental day, MTSET was dissolved in bath solution and stored on 
liquid nitrogen before diluting to 1 mM just before application. 
All other chemicals were from Sigma-Aldrich.

Data analysis
G-V relationships were derived by plotting peak tail currents as a 
function of the preceding depolarizing pulse. Q-V curves were de-
rived as stated in the figure legends. G-V and Q-V curves were fit 
with a single Boltzmann function:
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where y is the charge or the conductance normalized with respect 
to the maximal charge or conductance, V1/2 is the half-activation 
potential, V is the test voltage, and k is the slope factor. A refers to 
the amplitude of the fit component, and 1 and 2 refer to the separate 
components of the fit. Unless otherwise indicated, data reported 
throughout the text and figures are presented as mean ± SEM.

Gating current simulations
Simulations were performed using the differential equation solv-
ing program Berkeley Madonna. The transitions between states  
i and j were governed by rate constants exponentially dependent 
on membrane voltage of the form: ki–j = ki–j(0mV)exp(zFV/RT), 
where ki–j is the rate constant for transitions between states i and j; 
ki–j(0mV) is the voltage-independent rate; z is the equivalent elec-
tronic charge for the transition; V is the voltage; and F, R, and T 
have their normal thermodynamic meanings. For simplicity, z was 
assumed to be equivalent in forward and backward transitions. 
Gating currents resulting from transitions between closed states 
Ci and Cj were calculated as Ii–j = zije0(CikijCjkji), with total gating 
current Ig being represented by the sum of the contributions of all 
transitions between all states Ig = ∑ij(Ii–j).

fluorescence quenching that is hyperpolarized to the  
G-V relationship and much faster than pore opening.

The data from these two experimental methodolo-
gies present us with some issues. Why do the gating cur-
rents from oocytes suggest that the activation charge 
movement is slow, when the direct fluorescence mea-
surements suggest that there is a rapid environmental 
change at the outer end of S4 induced during depolariza-
tions? Also, what is the nature of the very rapid, transient 
charge movement seen in oocytes at very depolarized 
potentials with a V1/2 of +28 mV (Piper et al., 2003). 
Apart from the fundamental question of whether the  
S4 domains move quickly or slowly, it is also uncertain 
whether the voltage dependence of S4 movement as 
monitored by gating charge (the Q-V), or fluorescence 
(the F-V), is the same or hyperpolarized with respect to 
the G-V. We have attempted to answer some of these 
questions by making the first direct measurements of 
hERG gating current in mammalian cells, in which there 
are no other currents under the ionic conditions used, 
and where it is possible to ensure a fast voltage clamp. 
We have also used a third methodology to track the 
time course of voltage-sensor displacement, drawing on 
the experiments of Rocheleau and Kobertz (2008) in 
KCNQ1. We have discovered a hERG S4 cysteine mutant, 
I521C, which is modified by [2-(trimethylammonium)
ethyl] MTS chloride (MTSET) only when hERG is de-
polarized and have used the modification rate of this mu-
tant to track the equilibration rate of the voltage sensors. 
The location of I521 is shown in green in the model  
in Fig. 1.

In mammalian cells, we find two rapid components of 
gating charge movement with time constants of 2.5 and 
36.2 ms at 0 mV, respectively. Both components have volt-
age dependencies of 45–50 mV hyperpolarized compared 
with the G-V, and this movement is much faster than the 
onset of ionic conductance activation. These charge move-
ment data are supported by measurements of the equili-
bration rates of the S4 voltage-sensor MTSET modification, 
which has a time constant of 36 ms at 0 mV.

M A T E R I A L S  A N D  M E T H O D S

For gating currents, expression of hERG channels was optimized 
by subcloning of hERG channel cDNA into a pGW1H expression 
vector and transfection into tsA201 cells. Cells were grown in MEM 
with 10% fetal bovine serum at 37°C in an air/5% CO2 incubator. 
Cells were plated at 20–30% confluence on sterile glass coverslips 
in 25-mm Petri dishes and incubated overnight. Standard meth-
ods were used to transfect and identify cells for recording, as well 
as for electrophysiology (Wang et al., 2007).

TsA201 electrophysiology
A “P/6” protocol was used for the online subtraction of the leak-
age and capacitive currents. The potential used for delivery of 
leak subtraction pulses was 90 to 110 mV. Data were filtered 
using a four-pole Bessel filter with an fc of 10 kHz and sampled at 
10–100 kHz. Membrane potentials have not been corrected for small 
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depolarizations failed to elicit any current in untrans-
fected tsA201 cells, confirming the abolition of any cat-
ionic conductance through endogenous K+ channels 
(Fig. S1 A). When the same experiment was repeated 
with the tsA cells transiently expressing hERG channels 
(Fig. 2 A), outward transient current deflections were 
observed, as well as currents on repolarization. The on-
gating currents originate from the displacement of the 
charged residues in voltage-sensing domains, mostly in 
S4 segments (Papazian et al., 1991; Perozo et al., 1994). 
When the membrane was repolarized to 100 mV from 
positive potentials, robust off-gating currents were seen 
that appear biphasic during decay. At +40 and +60 mV, 
two components of both on- and off-gating currents can 
clearly be seen in the records in Fig. 2 A and are fit with 
two time constants of current relaxation to the baseline at 
+60 mV (gray lines), and upon repolarization to 100 mV. 
The inset families of on- and off-gating currents also 

Online supplemental material
Fig. S1 demonstrates the measurement of hERG gating currents 
from mammalian tsA201 cells, before and after leak and capacity 
correction. It is available at http://www.jgp.org/cgi/content/full/
jgp.201210942/DC1.

R E S U L T S

Gating currents recorded from tsA201 cells expressing 
hERG channels
Gating currents are usually much smaller than ionic 
currents, and to visualize them clearly, without contami-
nation by ions passing through the pore, permeant ions 
are usually omitted. Using whole-cell recording and 
symmetrical 140 mM NMG+ or NMG+/TEA+ as substitutes 
for K+ and Na+ in the solutions, ionic conditions often 
used in Kv channel gating current studies (Heinemann 
et al., 1992; Perozo et al., 1992; Chen et al., 1997; Wang 
et al., 1999; Melishchuk and Armstrong, 2001), 24-ms 

Figure 2. hERG gating currents and voltage dependence of Q-Von. (A; left) Representative gating currents evoked by 24-ms depolarizing 
pulses (pulse protocol is shown). At +60 mV, both Igon and Igoff decays were fit with a double exponential (fits are shown in gray). (Right) 
Expanded Igon and Igoff. For Igoff, gating current was recorded at 100 mV after depolarization to 80, 30, +20, and +80 mV. Same 
current scale was used for Igon and Igoff. (B and C) Gating current traces were integrated and charge was plotted as a function of voltage. 
The Q-Von plots were best fit with a double Boltzmann function. (B) On-gating current: V1/2–1 = 35.6 mV, k1 = 5.6 mV, V1/2–2 = 28.9 mV, 
k2 = 14.5 mV, and r2 = 0.99. (C) Off-gating current: V1/2–1 = 23.8 mV, k1 = 8.5 mV, V1/2–2 = 25.8 mV, k2 = 11.6 mV, and r2 = 0.99. (D) Mean 
data for the two components of Q-Von: V1/2–1 = 28.7 ± 2.3 mV, k1 = 7.7 ± 1.0 mV, V1/2–2 = 29.4 ± 2.0 mV, and k2 = 13.2 ± 1.7 mV; n = 3 or 4 
at each potential. Between 80 and 0 mV, data were collected in 5-mV steps.

http://www.jgp.org/cgi/content/full/jgp.201210942/DC1
http://www.jgp.org/cgi/content/full/jgp.201210942/DC1
http://www.jgp.org/cgi/content/full/jgp.201210942/DC1
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(V1/2 of approximately +25–30 mV) that cannot be seen 
during or after small depolarizations of this duration, 
but only with large depolarizations, and so corresponds 
to charge moved at more positive potentials over the 
24-ms step. The double Boltzmann fit to the charge re-
turn from hERG channels is reminiscent of the Q1 and 
Q2 charge systems reported from both Shaker and Kv1.5 
channels (Bezanilla et al., 1994; Hesketh and Fedida, 
1999), and provides a framework for further experi-
ments to separate the two charge systems.

Time course of charge movement at 0 and +60 mV, 
measured from charge return upon repolarization
Envelopes of tail currents are a much more sensitive way 
to measure charge that moves slowly on depolarization. 
This charge may not be detected during long depolarizing 

clearly illustrate two prominent phases of current decay 
to the zero current line.

Because these currents were obtained during or after 
depolarizing steps from the holding potential to move 
the gating charge, integrating these data allows us to 
plot Q-Von relationships for gating currents obtained 
during the depolarizations (Fig. 2 B) or off-gating cur-
rents upon repolarization (Fig. 2 C), which are both fit 
with double Boltzmann functions. Mean Q-Von data from 
off-gating currents are shown in Fig. 2 D. The data sug-
gest a first Boltzmann component (V1/2 of approxi-
mately 30 mV) that correlates closely with charge 
moving quite rapidly at more negative potentials, up to 
0 mV. This appears to be complete within a few milli-
seconds even for small depolarizations. It is followed by 
a second, slower component of gating charge movement 

Figure 3. Repolarization envelopes separate two components of charge moved at 0 mV, but not at +60 mV. (A and B) Illustrative cur-
rents obtained using an envelope of tails protocol. Membrane potential was stepped to 0 mV from 100 mV for varying durations of 
time (A, 1-ms intervals; B, 10-ms intervals) and repolarized back to 100 mV. Note that for shorter pulses, Igoff decay was best fitted with a 
single exponential, whereas longer pulses led to the appearance of a second, slower component (highlighted with arrows; time constants 
obtained using single or double exponentials are shown). (C and D) Qon and Qoff for pulses to 0 mV from integration of current tracings 
in A and B. Note Qoff increase after depolarizing pulses longer than 20 ms. (E) Time constants for saturation of fast and slow phases of 
Qoff after pulses to 0 mV. (F) Change in Qon/Qoff ratio for pulses to 0 mV of increasing duration. (G–J) Same experiments as in A–F, but 
depolarizing pulses were to +60 mV.
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charge moved, Qon/Qoff of 1.0 (Fig. 3, C and F), and 
has a time constant of 2.4 ms (Fig. 3 E). With longer 
depolarizations to 0 mV, out to 100 ms where charge 
return saturates, a larger second component of charge 
return is seen, which was not measurable from the  
on-gating current or observed during the shorter 24-ms 
depolarizations used in Fig. 2. This comprises 70% 
of the total charge return (Fig. 3, D and F) and has a 
time constant of 38 ms at 0 mV in this cell (Fig. 3 E). 
The mean fast and slow time constants were 2.5 ± 1.7 ms 
and 36.2 ± 8.1 ms, respectively (n = 3).

When the step potential was increased to +60 mV,  
the two components of charge movement merged and 
could not be so easily separated upon repolarization 
(Fig. 3, G–J). The off-gating currents slowed after lon-
ger depolarizations, and the peak amplitude was re-
duced as also seen in the gating currents from other 
mammalian Kv channels (Fig. 3 G). The charge moved 
was conserved upon repolarization with no increase of 
Qoff/Qon (Fig. 3, H and J), and the overall charge move-
ment had a time constant of 3.0 ms in this cell (Fig. 3 I). 
The mean time constant was 4.3 ± 0.6 ms (n = 4 cells).

clamp pulses, but it returns more rapidly upon repolar-
ization as channel voltage sensors return, and can be 
measured at that time. From our earlier experiments 
we noted that 24-ms pulses to 0 mV do not generally 
show currents with a slow component of charge move-
ment, whereas depolarizations to +60 mV usually do. 
We therefore chose these two potentials to study 
charge components. The experiment was divided into 
two halves, as exemplified by the original data in Fig. 3 
(A and B). After an initial 0.5-ms duration depolariz-
ing pulse to 0 mV, pulse duration was increased in 1-ms 
increments for the first 10 ms (Fig. 3 A) and then in 10-ms 
increments for the ensuing 100 ms (Fig. 3 B). The off-
gating currents were fit with single-exponential decays 
of 0.4-ms time constants for pulses up to 20-ms dura-
tion, and for longer durations, two exponentials were 
required to fit the current decays as shown.

The Qon at 0 mV and Qoff returned for these two proto-
cols are shown below (Fig. 3, C and D). They were ob-
tained by integration of the current measurements and 
show several interesting features. For short depolariza-
tions of 15 ms or less, the charge returning matches the 

Figure 4. Time courses of on-gating current and charge for depolarizations of increasing duration. (A) Original data illustrating Igon 
(noisy traces) and the integrals, Q, for depolarizations to +60 mV from 100 mV. Pulses were from 0.5- to 500-ms duration (1.5–60 ms 
illustrated); all tracings are on the same time base. Current and charge scaling bars apply to all records. Igon decays for 10-, 30-, and 60-ms 
pulses were overlain with a single-exponential decay function (red dashed lines) to show second, slower component of current decay. 
(B) Normalized charge versus pulse duration. Data were fit with a single-exponential function:  = 2.7 ± 0.3 ms; n = 4.
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used, followed by repolarizations to between 0 and 
120 mV, as illustrated by the protocol and original 
data shown in Fig. 5 A. We know that the initial rapid 
charge movement (Q1) saturates at 0 mV, whereas Q2 
moves with a mean time constant of 18.9 ± 2.5 ms (n = 2 
± SD) at +20 mV, and much slower at more negative 
potentials (Fig. 3). The Q1-Voff obtained using this method 
had a mean V1/2 of 55.7 mV and a slope factor of 15.8 mV 
(Fig. 5 C). In the same cells, all of the gating charge  
(Q1 + Q2) was moved by pulsing to +60 mV for 24 ms before 
repolarizing to a range of potentials (Fig. 5 B), and the 
Q2-Voff was obtained by subtraction of the Q1 data from 
the total charge (Fig. 5 D). The Q2 charge component 
had a V1/2 of 54.2 mV and a similar Boltzmann slope to 
that of Q1.

Summary relationships comparing the hERG G-V to the 
Q-V relations
To summarize our findings for the two components of 
hERG gating current, we have plotted Q1 and Q2 Q-V 
relations with the ionic conductance (G-V) in Fig. 6. 
The hERG ionic G-V relation was measured from tail cur-
rents obtained after voltage pulses, as illustrated (Fig. 6 A). 
The Qtotal-Voff was obtained from the 24-ms repolariza-
tion protocol shown in Fig. 5 B. The Q1 and Q2 have 
been plotted normalized to the mean total Q-Voff and 
the G-V in Fig. 6 B. It can be seen that Q1 and Q2 com-
prise about one third and two thirds of the total charge, 
respectively, and are both negatively displaced with re-
spect to the G-V by 50 mV.

So far, we have demonstrated two components of gat-
ing charge movement in hERG channels expressed in 
tsA201 mammalian cells. There is a rapid, smaller sym-
metrical component of charge that moves at negative 
potentials with a V1/2 of 55.7 mV and a time constant 

Time course of on-gating charge movement  
in hERG channels
We performed further experiments to investigate the 
extent and time course of on-gating charge movement 
using variable duration depolarizations of up to 500 ms 
(Fig. 4). At +60 mV, very short depolarizations elicited 
transient currents like those described in Fig. 3. After 
longer pulses, currents decayed back to the baseline in 
two phases, the second of which is clearly seen in depo-
larizations of 10 ms and longer. Essentially, almost all of 
the measurable on-gating charge moved during 15-ms 
depolarizations to +60 mV, with a time constant of 2.7 ms 
(Fig. 4 B), as predicted from data shown in Fig. 3 I, with 
no evidence for more than two phases of charge move-
ment. Unfortunately, this kind of simple protocol does 
not allow us to resolve slowly moving components of gat-
ing charge at more negative pulse potentials, like 0 mV. 
Although we know that they are there, from the off-gating 
currents (Fig. 3), it is difficult to detect such components 
within the baseline noise of on-gating current.

Separation of the two charge systems underlying hERG 
gating currents
Data in Figs. 1–4 using Q-Von protocols have revealed a 
relatively rapidly moving charge system that appears at 
approximately 80 mV and saturates near 0 mV, and a 
second system with uncertain voltage dependence, as it 
moves too slowly at negative potentials to be accurately 
recorded, and is only clearly described at positive po-
tentials. To overcome this problem, and separate the 
two charge components to get a clearer view of their 
voltage dependencies, we used Q-Voff protocols that in-
volved first moving all the charge and then examining 
its voltage dependence on repolarization. For the rapid 
charge system (Q1), brief 5-ms pulses to +20 mV were 

Figure 5. Isolation of Q1 and Q2 Q-V 
relations. (A) Cells were pulsed from 
100 to +20 mV for 5 ms before repo-
larizing to a range of potentials between  
0 and 120 mV. Q1 charge was obtained 
by integrating off-gating currents after 
the 5-ms prepulse. (B) Measurement of 
total gating charge movement. Cells were 
pulsed from 100 to +60 mV for 24 ms 
before repolarizing to a range of poten-
tials between +30 and 120 mV. (C) Q1 
component of Q-Voff: V1/2–1 = 55.7 ± 
2.4 mV and k1 = 15.8 ± 0.7 mV; n = 7. 
(D) Q2 charge was obtained by subtract-
ing Q1 from total off-gating charge after 
24-ms pulses to +60 mV; V1/2–2 = 54.2 
± 3.8 mV and k2 = 19.4 ± 1.8 mV; n = 4.
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from cells held at 100 and maximum slowing of deac-
tivation occurring with holding potentials of 40 and 
20 mV. The V1/2 for tail current modification in five cells 
was 64.4 ± 3.4 mV.

Modification of I521C requires a change in the posi-
tion of the voltage sensor during activation that exposes 
the cysteine to extracellular MTSET. To track the time 
course of sensor movement from rest to equilibrium at 
0 or +60 mV, we held cells at 120 mV to prevent modi-
fication at rest and gave depolarizing pulses of differing 
duration for 10% of the time (10% duty cycle) to 0 mV 
(Fig. 8 A) and +60 mV (Fig. 8 C). Cells were continu-
ously exposed to MTSET to observe the time course of 
modification of tail currents. Tail current amplitudes 
were normalized to the maximum modification obtained 
and plotted in the graphs. At 0 mV, the maximum mod-
ification rate was observed for pulses of 50–200-ms du-
ration, with intermediate modification rates seen for 
30- and 20-ms pulses (Fig. 8 A). Little or no modifica-
tion was seen with 5-ms pulses. This result suggests that 
the time taken for voltage-sensor movement limits the 
ability of MTSET to modify the S4 I521C residues at 0 mV 
for depolarizations that were shorter than 50 ms. At  
+60 mV (Fig. 8 B), exposures as short as 30 ms gave the 
maximum modification rate, which supports the idea of 
more rapid S4 movement at positive potentials. Single-
exponential fits to the modification rates at 0 and +60 mV 
(Fig. 8, B and D) gave time constants for S4 equilibra-
tion of 36.0 ms (0 mV) and 11.6 ms (+60 mV).

D I S C U S S I O N

Our studies use two different, but complementary, ap-
proaches to definitively measure the speed of voltage-
sensor movement in hERG channels when they are 

of 2.5 ms at 0 mV. This is followed by a greater, slower 
movement of charge that is hard to discern during de-
polarizations but which moves at a rate determined by 
potential with a V1/2 of 54.2 mV and a time constant of 
36.2 ms at 0 mV and 4.3 ms at +60 mV.

MTSET accessibility of the voltage sensor
Our measurements suggest that in mammalian cells, the 
gating charge movement has both rapid and slower com-
ponents, and the rate of the major component of charge 
movement, Q2, is very voltage dependent in the range of 
0 to +60 mV. A second method to track voltage-sensor 
movement is residue exposure and ion current modifi-
cation by MTS reagents. To directly test this in hERG, 
we identified S4 residues whose rate of modification  
increased upon depolarization in cysteine accessibility 
experiments, and then used the state dependence to ex-
amine the equilibrium time constants of S4 movement.

We mutated residues to cysteine in the extracellular 
part of the S4 helix and labeled them with MTSET to 
locate a residue that was protected from modification at 
rest, but that was modified upon depolarization. I521C, 
close to the top of S4 (Fig. 1), clearly exhibits state-depen-
dent modification, as data shown in Fig. 7 illustrate. 500-ms 
pulses from 80 to +40 mV evoke hERG currents and 
large, rapidly deactivating tail currents on repolariza-
tion to 110 mV. Exposure to MTSET irreversibly slows 
deactivation of tail currents within a few seconds of ex-
posure during constant pulsing (Fig. 7 A). Modification 
is voltage dependent, as shown in Fig. 7 B. Cells were 
held at the indicated potentials (Fig. 7 B, hp) and ex-
posed to MTSET for 10 min before it was washed off. 
Subsequently, 2-s pulses to +40 mV to activate hERG 
and repolarization to 110 mV revealed which channels 
had been modified. There was little effect on currents 

Figure 6. Relationship of the 
G-V relation to the components 
of charge movement. (A; top) Ion 
currents recorded from tsA201 
cells in response to 1-s voltage 
steps from 80 mV to between 
80 and +80 mV, repolarizing 
to 120 mV as indicated in the 
protocol. (Bottom) G-V relation-
ship: mean G-V1/2 = 3.5 ± 6.9 mV 
and k = 9.7 ± 0.8 mV; n = 5. 
(B) Qtotal-Voff from the experi-
ment shown in Fig. 5 B, fit with a 
single Boltzmann relation: V1/2 = 
53.1 ± 2.6 mV and k = 18.7 ± 
0.6 mV; n = 4. Q1, Q2, and G-V 
curves are shown in gray, super-
imposed for comparison.
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the S4 itself (Piper et al., 2005) or the S4–S5 linker  
to the S5 and pore domains (Ferrer et al., 2006; Batulan 
et al., 2010).

Two charge systems underlie hERG activation  
charge movement
In most channels, the Boltzmann analysis of Q-V rela-
tions has been limited to a single charge system, but in 
Shaker and Kv1.5 potassium channels, as well as in car-
diac L-type Ca channels (Josephson, 1996), detailed analy-
sis has been made of the dual charge systems underly ing 
gating currents (Bezanilla et al., 1994; Hesketh and Fedida,  
1999). Both K+ channels exhibit Q1 and Q2 charge systems 
that bear several similarities to those described here for 
hERG channels. The Q1 system is active at more nega-
tive potentials than Q2 and carries less charge, compris-
ing approximately one third of the total. In the present 
experiments, we also found that the rapid early compo-
nent of gating charge accounted for only 30% of the 
total charge movement in hERG channels (Figs. 3 and  
6 B), and so we have called it Q1. When Q1 is maximally 
moved, the S4 helix is thought to exist in an intermedi-
ate state and only reaches its final destination on the 
movement of Q2. This is supported by fluorescence and 
mutational data from Shaker channels (Perozo et al., 1994), 
which have established the serial nature of Q1 and Q2 
movement. Our experiments also suggest that Q2 charge 
movement determines the ultimate placement of S4, as 
its movement is reflected by much slower time constants 
compared with Q1 in the range of potentials where the 
hERG ion pore opens.

We developed a Markov model to gain insight into 
the minimum number of transitions required to account 
for the two charge systems we have described thus far 
(Fig. 9). Q1 data could be well described with a single 
charged step, but although the Q2 system showed almost 
the same apparent valence (Fig. 5) when the Q-Voff’s of 
Q1 and Q2 were normalized to the maximum charge 
moved, it was apparent that Q2 carried approximately 
two thirds of the total charge and Q1 only one third 
(Figs. 3 and 6 B) and therefore could not be described 
with a single transition of voltage dependence of 1.3 e0. 
Two equivalently voltage-dependent transitions con-
strained to carry approximately two thirds of the charge 
(zQ2, total = 4) have therefore been used to describe Q2 
(Fig. 9 C), and this formulation for both Q1 and Q2 has 
permitted a reasonable simulation of both the off-gating 
current time course (Fig. 9 D) comprised of the individ-
ual Q1 and Q2 components as well as the individual and 
composite Q-V relationships.

The Q1 charge system
The initial charge system, Q1, moves extremely rapidly, 
with time constants of 2.4–2.7 ms at 0 mV (Figs. 3 and 4). 
The apparent gating charge valence associated with this 
displacement was 1.58 e0 (Figs. 5 and 9 B). The speed of 

expressed in mammalian cells. Overall, the MTSET ex-
periments that directly track I521C exposure are in agree-
ment with our gating charge measurements in supporting 
voltage-sensor movement in hERG that is largely com-
plete with a time constant of 36 ms at 0 mV and 10 ms 
at +60 mV. Because we know that the activation time 
constant for hERG ionic currents at room temperature is 
200 ms at 0 mV and 50 ms at +60 mV (Es-Salah-Lamoureux 
et al., 2010), our data here establish that the major com-
ponents of voltage-sensor displacement takes 20% of 
the time required for ionic current activation over this 
potential range. The corollary of these findings is that 
the limiting events in hERG activation mainly lie after 
determinants of voltage-sensor movement that can be 
detected as gating currents or I521 displacement, and 
likely lie within the relationship of structures such as 

Figure 7. MTSET modification of I521C is voltage dependent. 
(A) Currents measured from I521C over time during perfu-
sion with 1 mM MTSET. Cell was held at 80 mV and pulsed to 
+40 mV for 500 ms every 10 s. Tail currents at 110 mV were mea-
sured at the point indicated by the symbol on the current trace, 
in control (gray) and during exposure to MTSET (black). Note 
increase in sustained inward currents at 110 mV and slowed tail 
decay in MTSET. (B) Cells were held at the indicated holding poten-
tial (hp) in each panel. They were exposed to MTSET for 10 min,  
which was then washed off. Cells were held at 80 mV and pulsed 
to +40 mV for 2 s, followed by a 2-s hyperpolarization to 110 mV to 
record currents before (gray) and after MTSET (black).
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What then is the nature of the voltage-sensor displace-
ment that underlies rapid Q1 charge movement? Inter-
estingly, we have previously reported an extremely rapid 
S4 voltage-sensor environmental change at E519C at 
the very tip of S4, recorded as fluorescence from tetra-
methylrhodamine attached to the introduced cysteine 
(Es-Salah-Lamoureux et al., 2010). The speed of the 
movement was at the upper limit of resolution of the 
oocyte clamp and was recorded as an almost instanta-
neous fluorescence quenching. The relative amplitude 
of this fluorescence environment change gave no infor-
mation as to the magnitude of S4 displacement but had 
a V1/2 of 38 mV during depolarization, close to that of 
the Q1 charge system, but more importantly was signifi-
cantly more negative than the V1/2 of the G-V in those 
experiments, just like the Q1 system described here. 
Thus, the Q1 system appears to underlie early steps in 
the activation pathway that do not greatly displace S4 in 

this component of gating charge is reminiscent of the 
rapid component described in the cut-open oocyte 
(Piper et al., 2003), but the voltage dependence is 
completely different. Our modeling indicated that most 
of the voltage dependence of this charge system oc-
curred between 100 and 40 mV. At large depolar-
izations where very rapid Q1 movement occurs, there 
is less obvious voltage dependence (Fig. 2). At very 
negative potentials such as 100 to 60 mV, currents 
were too small and probably moving too slowly to re-
solve ex perimentally during step depolarizations (Fig. 3). 
They could only be measured on repolarization when 
charge returned more quickly (Fig. 5 A). There was 
no obvious correlation of this Q1 charge to the MTSET 
exposure data at 0 mV (Fig. 8), which showed single-
exponential modification rates that had a much slower 
time constant and correlated better with Q2 charge move-
ment (see below).

Figure 8. The time course of S4 equilibration measured from the MTSET modification of I521C inward currents. (A and C) The cells 
were held at 120 mV and, after a short control period, continuously exposed to 1 mM MTSET and depolarized to 0 mV (A) or +60 mV 
(C) for 10% of the cycle duration (i.e., 1 ms every 10 ms, 2 ms every 20 ms, etc., up to 400 ms every 4 s) until a stable current was obtained. 
Inward holding current levels at 120 mV were measured just before the start of each pulse, and pulsing continued until current levels 
no longer changed. Because the MTSET-induced increase of inward current was irreversible, only one pulse duration protocol could be 
applied in each cell studied. The MTSET current values were fit to a single exponential as described in Materials and methods to obtain 
modification rates for each pulse protocol duration. Averaged fits from three to four cells in each case are shown overlain on the mean 
current data for different pulse protocols, which have been normalized to the maximum change predicted from the fitting, and plotted 
against time of total exposure to MTSET in A and C. Note that for clarity, only selected points are plotted. (B and D) The modification 
rate constants from averaged fits in A and C are plotted against the depolarizing pulse duration. Single-exponential fits to the rates gave 
time constants of 36.0 ± 8.5 ms at 0 mV and 11.6 ± 6.3 ms at +60 mV for exposure duration.
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on-gating current was voltage dependent, with a time 
constant of 36.2 ms at 0 mV and 4.3 ms at +60 mV. At 
+60 and +80 mV, the overlay data show the appearance 
of a slow component of off-gating current after short 
depolarizations indicated by the two time constants of 
decay (Fig. 2) and maintained charge ratios for depo-
larizations of increasing duration (Figs. 2 and 3 J).

The Q2 charge system has time constants of move-
ment an order of magnitude slower than most mamma-
lian gating currents at physiologically relevant potentials 
as originally shown by Piper et al. (2003) in oocytes. It  
is worth considering that rapid inactivation of hERG, 
compared with EAG, might result in the subsequent slow 
movement of a relatively immobilized second component 
of gating charge, as EAG channels lack inactivation and 
have rapid activation and on- and off-gating currents, like 
those we have described in many Kv channels (Wang et al., 
1999, 2007) and others see in Shaker (Bezanilla et al., 1994). 

the outward direction because it does not result in mea-
surable MTSET modification at residue 521. It does, 
however, cause a rapid change in the environment at 
E519, perhaps a rotation or tilt in S4 sufficient to move 
a third of the gating charge across the electric field. In-
terestingly, in Shaker channels, Q1 movement has been 
suggested to accompany conformational changes in 
acidic amino acids that interact with R368 in the closed 
channel (Perozo et al., 1994).

Time-dependent development of Q2

At 0 mV there was little difference between charge moved 
and returned for the first 20 ms, and then Qoff increased 
to become more than twice as large as Qon (Fig. 3, D and 
E), stabilizing in absolute and relative size after 100 ms. 
The Q2 charge system thus carries over two thirds of the 
total charge and has an apparent charge valence z of 
1.3. The time of appearance for this slow component of 

Figure 9. Separation of charge systems: Q1 and Q2 can be represented by a four-state model. (A) Four-state model used to simulate 
the two charge components observed in hERG gating currents recorded from mammalian cells. Q1 was modeled based on the isolated 
Q1-Voff relation (z = 1.60; Fig. 5 A). Gating currents corresponding to Q1 charge movements were well represented by a two-state, voltage-
dependent transition with forward and backward transitions of equal voltage dependence (z = 0.8). The determination of Q2 charge 
movement was based upon the charge distribution left after subtraction of the charge movements from the Qtotal (Fig. 5 B). The total 
equivalent charge for Q2 movement determined from the Boltzmann fit was similar to that of Q1, with z = 1.3 (Fig. 5 D). Q2 was modeled 
as two transitions, each with a total equivalent charge movement of z = 2. (B) Q1 simulations. Voltage-independent rate constants were 
adjusted by fitting the simulated gating currents to the Q1-Voff and V1/2 in Fig. 5 and had values of k0–1(0 mV) = 1,915 s1 and k1–0(0 mV) = 
58 s1. Clamp protocols are as in Fig. 5 for repolarization steps to 30, 60, and 90 mV. Simulated currents are shown below, and 
the Q1-Voff relations are shown at the bottom. (C) Q2 simulation had voltage-independent rate constants of k1–2(0 mV) = 195 s1, k2–1(0 mV) = 
1.8 s1, k2–3(0 mV) = 88 s1, and k3–2(0 mV) = 7.9 s1. (D) Qtotal simulation with Q1 and Q2 components displayed as in Fig. 6 B.
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